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Sonaca Aircraft has delivered 12 "Sonaca 200" to AYJET
Sonaca Aircraft has made a new delivery of 3 Sonaca 200 Trainer Pro to AYJET, bringing the
total number of aircraft delivered to date to 12.
"The close collaboration between AYJET and Sonaca Aircraft began in April 2018 at the
Aero Friedrichshafen show in Germany. By strengthening its fleet of "Sonaca 200" training
aircraft, AYJET has expanded its training activities to Balıkesir Koca Seyit Airport (ICA0:
LTFD) after having started its Sonaca 200 training courses at the main base in İstanbul Hezarfen Airport (ICAO: LTBW)" Z. Tolga YILDIZ, Technical Manager, AYJET.
"Sonaca Aircraft is extremely proud to have AYJET as a client in Turkey. Prestigious airlines
such as Turkish Airlines, SunExpress and Pegasus Airlines collaborate with AYJET for the
training of their future pilots" Pierre Van Wetter, Chief Commercial Officer, Sonaca Aircraft.
Photo gallery
• Delivery of the 3 Sonaca 200 Trainer Pro aircraft with TC-UUL, TC-UUM and TC-UUN
registration to AYJET.
• Arrival at Istanbul Atatürk Airport.
• The AYJET and Sonaca Aircraft teams gathered for the deliveries.

About AYJET
Turkish Civil Aviation has entered a rapid growth trend since the year 2000. As a natural result of this
development, a select group of captain pilots, who have dedicated themselves to aviation, anticipated that the
need for pilots would increase and established AYJET Approved Training Organization in 2005.
From Private Pilot Licenses (PPL) to Airline Transportation Pilot Licenses (ATPL-Frozen) in modular training,
ATPL(A) Integrated Training and MPL training with SunExpress Airlines, AYJET has the authority to give flight
training at all levels including AUPRT (Advanced Upset Prevention and Recovery Training). Therefore, AYJET
aims to become one of the world's leading Flight Training Centers.
AYJET has a fleet of 18 DA20C-1 Eclipse SEP and 4 DA42 Twin Star MEP aircraft and 2 SEP, 1 MEP/MCC and 1
Boeing 737 FTD/FNPTII simulator, which are conveniently located at Hezarfen Airport, making it an appropriate
training environment far from Istanbul’s congested air traffic. www.ayjet.aero

About Sonaca Aircraft
Sonaca Aircraft is a subsidiary of the Sonaca Group, a major stakeholder for over 80 years in the development,
manufacture and assembly of advanced aeronautical structures for the civil, military and space markets. With a
start-up capital of more than 3 million euros, Sonaca Aircraft is 90% owned by the Sonaca aeronautics original
equipment manufacturer. Sonaca Aircraft’s first objective is the development, certification and marketing of a
new single-engined two-seater aircraft ("Sonaca 200"), which has been specially designed and adapted for pilot
training and leisure flights. The Sonaca 200 stands out due to its robust structure which is entirely made of metal,
its extremely safe piloting behavior, its high payload mass, and its very low operating cost thanks to the
expertise of a worldwide aeronautics group. www.sonaca-aircraft.com
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